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Overload fees introduced in 2012-2013 academic year
Future students face new costs for extra credits

Jamie Cartwright

Editor-in-Chief
____________________________________

In President Jill Beck’s annual letter concerning changes to
tuition and fees she announced
that starting the 2012-2013 school
year, students will have to pay a
fee to register a scheduling overload. To clarify, the Course Catalog
currently defines an overload as
“24 or more units in a single term.”
According to the administration, the statement did not explain
the new plan’s details because
the fee is still being evaluated.
Provost and Dean of the Faculty
Dave Burrows explained that the
fee and the level of credit at which
a fee will be charged have not been
determined. In a statement, Beck
explained, “we are working on an
overload policy that will address
the concerns, needs and interests
of Lawrence students, in balance
with other concerns, including
financial.”
The plan is being reviewed
by a group of faculty and staff
called the Long-Range Financial
Planning Committee, which works
to coordinate financial planning
with programming planning. Beck
said that she hopes to have a full
recommendation from this group
later this term. The administration
will then create a policy for the
2012-2013 school year based on
these recommendations. However,
Beck did state, “Students currently enrolled, who have entered
Lawrence without this policy in

place, would not be affected by
any change. So, current freshmen,
sophomores, juniors and continuing seniors would not be affected
by a new overload policy.”
Burrows reasoned that the proposed curricular change is about
both university finances and student welfare. As Burrows put it,
“the perceived stress levels” at
Lawrence have contributed to a
growing concern about university
programming. The administration
aims to eliminate any possibility
that the cost and credit structure
at Lawrence encourage unhealthy
choices. “Student comments to
advisors and administrators have
highlighted the extent to which
extreme overloading has led to
undue stress,” stated Beck.
Burrows also explained that a
large numbers of overloads contribute to an artificial rise in university costs by putting strain
on class size. For example, extra
enrollment in lab courses produces more materials expenses.
Overloads may also contribute
to the rising number of students
who request to graduate early.
When a student overloads to attain
enough credits to graduate before
the student’s senior year, Lawrence
charges the missing tuition after
the student graduates. “[Charging
students retroactively] amounts
to an overload fee after the fact,
which is unacceptable,” according to Burrows. “We need to find a
more rational approach.”
President Beck rationalized the
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issue saying, “This retroactive billing produces hard feelings among
students, which is understandable.
However, from your college’s perspective, Lawrence won’t survive
if it does not charge for overloads
but does offer degrees early.”
The
president
provided
Lawrence’s individualized learning opportunities as a third reason for charging for overloads.
“Lawrence has an enviable student-faculty ratio, which hovers
around nine to one. This would
seem to predict small classes on

a broad scale. However, overloading has raised class levels beyond
what students should expect, and
extreme overloading is placing
more students in more classes,”
stated Beck. “Faculty feel that they
have a very intense teaching workload, and overloading is certainly a
factor in placing more students in
their classes.”
Beck’s concern for conserving individualized learning at
Lawrence also extends to students.
Many students who overload do so
with tutorial, independent stud-

ies or specialized academic internships.
Also, double degree students,
who aim to collect both B.A. and
B.Mus. degrees when graduating,
utilize the flexibility of Lawrence’s
no-cost overload to fulfill major
requirements within five years.
According to Burrows, the new
overload policy will still ensure
the ability of double degree students to graduate within five years.
The policy will also “support some
level of overload as ‘within normal,” according to Beck.

Will Meadows wins the Watson Fellowship Romney visit stirs campus
Maggie Brickner

Staff Writer
____________________________________

Junior Will Meadows was
recently awarded a Thomas J.
Watson Fellowship, which will
allow him to travel around the
world pursuing his many passions,
immersing him in new experiences, and studying traditional canoe
building techniques with master craftsmen. For Meadows, the
canoe represents far more than a
simple vessel, but rather his “ulti-
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mate passion,” the marriage of two
of his most important devotions.
According to Meadows, canoes
exhibit an age-old combination of
people and their interactions with
the natural world.
Meadows was selected to be
one of the 40 Watson Foundation’s
2012-2013 fellows out of an original applicant pool of over 700
students. Meadows wrote his proposal, “Humanity’s Vessel: The
Art and Ecology of Canoes,” after
growing up navigating rivers

around the world. Speaking of the
canoe, he stated, “It was as if two
parts of me, the environmentalist
and someone with deep faith in
humanity, were in union for the
first time.”
Meadows’ transformative fellowship will take him to Canada,
Peru, Bolivia, the Solomon Islands,
Zanzibar, Tanzania, Central Africa
and, finally, Norway, where he will
end the year. Over these twelve
months, he will explore different
canoe crafting techniques with different materials including birch
bark, reeds, skin and canvas, and
dugout canoes.
The Watson Fellowship is a
stipend of $25,000 awarded to
graduating seniors from 40 highlyselective small colleges around the
country. Recipients are challenged
to embark on a self-designed program that will take them to new
places around the world and present them with new experiences.
During their year of study, students are not allowed to return to
the United States or their country
of origin. This year’s recipients will
be exploring diverse topics ranging

See Meadows on page 3

Fanny Lau

News Editor
____________________________________

On Friday, March 30th,
Republican presidential candidate
Governor Mitt Romney addressed
Lawrence University and the
Appleton community in Stansbury
Theatre.
Romney’s visit to Appleton was
formally announced to all Lawrence
students in an email sent the day
before his arrival. The short notice,
combined with Stanbury Theatre’s
limited seating, made it difficult for
students to acquire reservations at
the event. Junior Minh Nguyen said,
“One of my friends said that it was
frustrating when she was told after
waiting in line for an hour that government and economics majors were
prioritized for seating at the event.”
Junior and Lawrence University
Community Council President Jake
Woodford opened the event by saying that “Lawrentians have been and
will be ready to engage in an honest and respectful discussion”. He
then introduced U.S. Congressman
Paul Ryan, Wisconsin’s 1st District
Representative, to the audience.
Ryan described Wisconsin as the
“epicenter of political discourse for

quite some time” before allowing
Romney to take the podium, which
read “Restore America’s Promise”.
Romney began by pointing
out that American was currently experiencing its highest level
of unemployment, home foreclosures, and poverty since the
Great Depression. He declared that
President Barack Obama “did not
start the recession, but certainly
did not lead the recovery” and
divulged his own plan to “restore
freedom and opportunity” through
lowering taxes, updating regulations, fostering job creation and
encouraging innovation.
At the end of his talk, Romney
received a standing ovation and
stepped down from the stage to
shake hands with members from
the crowd. As the audience slowly
dissipated, community members
gathered with familiar faces to discuss the major policy announcement. Dave Murphy, of Appleton,
admitted, “I came in somewhat
undecided on the upcoming election, and by the end, I was pretty
inspired by his speech.” Junior
Austin Federa, however, had hoped

See Romeny on page 4
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To Write Love On Her Arms comes to campus
Marie Jeruc

Associate News Editor
____________________________________

To Write Love On Her Arms,
an organization that aims to bring
awareness to mental health issues
including depression, addiction,
self-injury and suicide, will find a
permanent presence on campus
starting with its chapter kick-off
event on April 11.
This event will provide musical entertainment by folk musician Andy Zipf and conversation
and meaningful questions with
the organization’s founder, Jamie
Tworkowski. In addition, there will
be To Write Love On Her Arms
merchandise available for purchase.
The event, sponsored by the

Psychology Student Association,
Counseling Services, Panhellenic
Council, Interfraternity Council,
Wellness
Committee
and
GlobeMed, is free and open to
all members of the Lawrence and
Appleton communities. It will take
place in the Esch/Hurvis studio at
8:30 p.m. Doors will open at 8:15
p.m.
Following the event, interested
attendees can sign up outside the
Esch/Hurvis studios for a future
informational meeting about the
new Lawrence University TWLOHA
chapter, which will be led by Gina
Torcasso.
Tworkowski stressed that the
goal of this event and organization is
to “spark conversation” about mental health issues. He “wants people to
be able to come and talk about these

things, not just for one night but for
the rest of their lives.”

Based on his experience working with TWLOHA and people personally affected by mental illness,
Tworkowski explains that many
people suffering from depression
do not often take the first step
toward recovery, which is getting
help and support.
“Two out of three people who
struggle with depression never
seek help for it. We hope that our
organization and this event will
invite people to take the first step
in getting the help that they need,”
said Tworkowski.
Tworkowski also stressed the
importance of music in TWLOHA’s
mission. In his first experience helping a friend through
drug addiction and self-injury,

Tworkowski saw how the power
of music served as a crucial element during his friend’s struggle
to overcome her mental health
issues.
Said Tworkowski, “We like to
think of music as a lot more than
just a marketing tool. It has the
unique ability to remind us that we
are alive and that it’s ok to be honest, ask questions and feel things.”
Torcasso, the event coordinator for the Psychology Student
Association has been involved with
TWLOHA since high school and is
responsible for initiating the chapter here at Lawrence.
Said Torcasso, “This organization has expanded so much since
it first started in 2006.” TWLOHA
now has an international presence

and has established 72 University
Chapters throughout the United
States and Canada.
Torcasso and Tworkowski
share the understanding that one
of TWLOHA’s main goals is to combat the frequent feelings of isolation that accompany those who
suffer from mental illness. Said
Torcasso, “Mental illness is not
uncommon, but people just feel so
alone and there’s no reason that
they should feel alone.”
If you are interested in learning more about TWLOHA or joining the Lawrence chapter, contact
Torcasso. Visit TWLOHA’s website
for more information about its
vision, story and the upcoming
event at www.twloha.com.

SISA replants at Lawrence Students
Molly-Judith Wilson

Staff Writer
____________________________________

Student
Initiatives
in
Sustainable Agriculture held their
national conference at Lawrence
last weekend, March 31 through
April 1. Students from colleges
and universities across the country attended the conference, which
was held to promote student-run
sustainable agriculture projects
during and after their college lives.
As their website details, SISA
was developed in response to the
problem of the “aging population of farmers” in America. In an
attempt to combat this issue, SISA
has conducted two conferences
both of which have taken place at
Lawrence. The first, held in 2011,
fostered relations between students from 30 universities in seven
different states, and due to its success the 2012, the conference drew
a larger group of students from a
geographically broader range.
The main goals of these
conferences are to prepare and
encourage young people in the

field of sustainable agriculture and
to teach them the skills they need
to be a part of a new generation of
sustainable farmers. The itinerary
of this past weekend sought to create a venue where such ideas and
projects could be discussed.
Among the most successful
aspects were the four workshops
on grant writing, beekeeping, composting and the building of a hoophouse, all of which earned positive feedback from participants.
In addition, the program included
a keynote address by agricultural
economist John Ikerd, presentations by farmers and students,
viewings of documentary films and
live music provided by Lawrence's
Love Constellation and the Stars.
Lawrence junior Hava Blair, a
conference organizer, was able to
comment on her personal ambitions for the 2012 conference. “I
wanted SISA to be a great time,”
she says. “All of the organizers
of the conference are passionate
about sustainable agriculture and
about the role that young people
can play in changing our food system. In addition, our goal was to

have fantastic social events and
networking for young farmers and
to-be farmers.”
One of the future goals of
SISA is to go beyond the scope of
the university student, and begin
to get young people everywhere
involved. They hope to show young
people, whether they are university
students or not, their vision of the
bright future of the production of
food in America. “We want young
people to see the potential they
have to make change in the food
system,” Blair explained.
Though there is no set date
for a conference next year, Blair
promised that the campus will
remain updated. She expressed
enthusiasm for the progress SISA
has made. “Everything flowed very
smoothly this year,” she said, “I'd
say that we are just getting better!”
She is also confident that
SISA's work is just beginning.
Though the future of the SISA conference is still being discussed,
Blair maintained that “[i]t's not
over, and the events will only get
better.”

QPR trains Lawrence community
in suicide prevention
Cassidy Wilson

Staff Writer
____________________________________

QPR, part of the Lawrence
University Lifeline initiative, constitutes a useful framework for
intervening with individuals who
show warning signs of suicidal
behavior. Free training sessions
will be offered to Lawrence students and staff on April 16.
QPR stands for Question,
Persuade,
Refer.
Julie
Haurykiewicz, director of the
Center for Teaching and Learning,
coordinates the logistical aspects
of the training sessions along with
Chuck Erickson, assistant director of admissions. Haurykiewicz
said that students and staff who
undergo the 90-minute training
will learn “how to intervene with
someone in distress, how to persuade someone to seek help, and
where to refer someone for professional help.”

QPR training began in 2010
with two certified instructor training sessions. Later that year, those
instructors began holding training sessions for students. On its
website, the LU Lifeline Project
is described as “a comprehensive
approach to lowering suicide risk
factors and enhancing protective factors, including life skills
and social networking, among
Lawrence students.” It is funded
by the SAMHSA/Garrett Lee Smith
Suicide Prevention federal grant,
which was awarded to Lawrence
in 2009. Kathleen Fuchs, director
of Counseling Services, oversees
these programs.
Sam Clary ’14, a theatre arts
major, participated in the training and reported the best part was
“the interactive role-playing we did
at the end.” He said, “We got cards
that had different situations on
them and we had to approach the
situations with the procedures we

had just learned.”
Clary also said, “I would recommend this to other students.
This not only helps people who
might have to talk people who are
suicidal, but people who are experiencing stress. It definitely can
help you change a person’s life.”
Haurykiewicz added, “QPR
training allows individuals to intervene and assist those experiencing
emotional distress, much like CPR
does for medical emergencies.”
To date, Lawrence has trained
21 gatekeeper instructors and
371 faculty, staff and students
in QPR methods. According to
Haurykiewicz, “96 percent of those
trained would recommend QPR
training to others.” Students or
staff interested in registering for
QPR training can do so by visiting
the LU Lifeline website.

present films
at human rights festival
Alyssa Villaire

Staff Writer
____________________________________

The English Department hosted its first Social Justice Film
Festival Wednesday, March 28 in
the Warch Campus Center cinema.
The festival showcased seven
films from the English class
Literature and Human Rights,
taught during Winter Term by
Assistant Professor Lena Khor
and assisted by award-winning
filmmaker, Lawrence’s Artist-inResidence Catherine Tatge.
The subjects of the films
ranged from race and discrimination to the United States’ lack of
language diversity in schools or
lack of respect for privacy online.
The films were a result of a termlong preparation process in which
the students chose an issue involving Lawrence or the local community that they felt was important
and needed to be addressed. They
then made a short three to five
minute film on that topic, using
a combination of interviews and
independent research.
While Khor could not be
reached for comment, Tatge
described her involvement with
this class, which used a combination of literary analysis and film
studies. “[Khor] wanted to challenge the students to make a short
film instead of a simple visual presentation. She asked me if I would
be willing to help her since I had
been brought to help set up the
film program at Lawrence.”
Tatge brought years of experience as a documentary filmmaker
into this class. She helped teach
the students about the proper way
to film interviews and also how
to visualize a narrative. “Students
found it challenging because they
had to learn how to focus on only
one aspect of the story they wanted to tell,” she said.
Editing the films proved to be
another challenge. To assist the
students in this process, Tatge
brought in Anna Johnson Ryndova.
“I mentored a majority of the students on a one-on-one basis during
the editing phase,” said Ryndova,
"and I was surprised when several
of them spontaneously told me
how much more involved with and
enthusiastic about the topic they
felt as opposed to just writing a

paper."
She continued, “Many also commented how much they enjoyed
the hands-on personal experiencing of the topic and simply how
intense of an experience the film
project was for them.”
The festival attracted people
from both the Lawrence community and the Fox Cities area. “My
favorite part of the event was [the
festival’s] non-judgmental atmosphere,” said Tara Jensen, one of
the Lawrentians in attendance. The
audience was respectful of the
filmmakers’ contributions, and
one another. It was freeing to talk
about things like race that are
highly sensitive under normal circumstances.”
For Assistant Professor of
Spanish Madera Allen, “Human
Rights: The Next Big Thing?” by
freshman Heather Carr was aptly
chosen as the final film at the festival. “It was a nice touch to conclude with a film that pointed out
the perils of sensational approaches to complex human rights issues,
and encouraged audience members to learn more,” Allen said.
However, some people questioned the combination of filmmaking into a literature class.
“While I really enjoyed the films,
I am not convinced that an integration of film studies is appropriate in literature classes,” said
Jensen. “Other than one film,
which focused on human rights in
the graphic novel “Maus,” I failed
to see how literature factored into
the filmmaking experience.”
Others, such as sophomore
Nicholas Perez, saw the festival as
an excellent example of the kind of
education Lawrence provides for
its students. “The integration of
film studies into analyzing literary
works reflects the interdisciplinary
nature of a liberal arts education,”
he said.
Overall, was the festival a success? Ryndova believes it was. “I
think that Prof. Khor's goal…was
greatly fulfilled,” she said. “The
film making process served students as a means to learn about
the topic, think about it critically,
and develop their own informed
standpoint.”
For more information about
the festival, please contact Khor,
Tatge or Ryndova.
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Ask a Fifth-Year
Worst day ever

Taking a closer look at the honor code
Rachel Young

Staff Writer
____________________________________

The Lawrence University Honor
Code and what it means to our
community has been the subject
of many Lawrentian articles over
the years — and rightfully so, as
the Honor Code is essentially the
cornerstone of our academic life.
Certainly, the consequences of
violating the Honor Code are wellknown among students, and the
stories of the effect these consequences have had on particular
students are, despite strict requirements of confidentiality, definitely
talked about on campus.
In fact, from the day that students accept their admission to
Lawrence, we are made aware of,
and are bound to adhere to, the
LU Honor Code. We are aware of
our responsibility to our peers,
and what upholding this code of
conduct means for each of us as
students.
As we consider what the Honor
Code means to us as students,
I would like to put forth a new
way of looking at the Lawrence
University Honor Code, and how
violating it affects our community.
As I have in previous articles,
I’ll put forth my bias immediately;
I am the current co-chair of the
council, along with Elise Mozena,
and after three years on the council, I have had a very broad range
of experiences with the perspective that students have about our
Honor Code. Most students have
not had any issue expressing these
attitudes to the council, whether positive or negative, and how
they see Honor Code violations is
often evident in their interactions

with us.
It is the duty of the council to
hear the voices of our peers, and
we absolutely respect their opinions. However, what many students do not know, and do not
get to hear, are the perspectives
and voices of professors involved
in Honor Council cases, and how
Honor Code violations affect them
and how they see us as students.
One of the benefits of going
to a small university is having the
ability to work closely with professors, and the unique opportunity
to get to know them in a more
personal way. It is a privilege in
an undergraduate setting to be
seen as more of a colleague than
a student, and Honor Code violations directly impact how professors view this relationship.
When a student violates
the Honor Code, they disadvantage their peers by breaking the
unique bond of trust that exists
between professors and students
at Lawrence. Some professors following Honor Code violations have
said that they feel as though they
will never be able to trust their
students again, and that the genuine freedom to give un-proctored,
take-home, or Moodle exams is one
that they don’t feel they will ever
be able to allow their classes to
have in the future.
Believe it or not, Lawrence
University professors — yes, all of
them — put a great deal of work,
research and passion into creating their classes. They expect students to rise to a certain standard
of respect, and they do legitimately
trust their classes to do their own
work no matter the circumstance.
I do not mean to suggest with

these statements that professors
are unable to forgive their students, or will forever hold grudges
or harbor ill-will towards students
who violate the Honor Code. On
the contrary, professors generally
look forward to resolving Honor
Code related matters, and make
it a point to make sure that the
situation is ended on an amicable,
rather than uncomfortable note,
though this isn’t always easy.
I believe, however, that our
professors ask us as students to
rise to a certain level of conduct,
and it is our job as students to
respect that, and to see adherence
to the Honor Code as going handin-hand with not only respecting
each other, but also respecting our
professors.
Though it seems that the
Honor Code has the most direct
effect on students, I would like
to ask everyone to consider what
other consequences Honor Code
violations may have on our community as a whole, and not just
upon our classmates.
The passion that Lawrence
University professors have for
their fields of study and for working with students is a true asset to
our education and speaks to the
value of the unique professor-student relationship that exists here
at Lawrence.
With the presence of the Honor
Code, we are essentially handed
the trust of our professors without having to work for it at all. We
owe it to them and ourselves not
to take this incredible privilege for
granted, and not to ruin the network of trust that exists between
faculty and students for the rest of
our community.

Woodford comments on Romney visit
Jake Woodford

For The Lawrentian
____________________________________

I wanted to take a moment to
acknowledge a few things after
Governor Romney’s to campus last
week.
First of all, the remarks I gave
were written purely by me, without
prior review by either the Romney
campaign or the university. I was
surprised by the opportunity to
draft my own remarks, as I had
imagined that those things would
be more tightly controlled than
they were. I tried to use the 2 to 3
minutes granted by the campaign
manager to frame the event for
Lawrence. Even though Lawrence
University was hosting Romney,
we were not — and nor was I —
endorsing his views or candidacy.
As it turned out, I was not alone
in my strong desire not to come
across as endorsing the candidate.
Lawrence University worked very
hard with the media to portray the

visit as an educational opportunity
for students — a goal that, I think,
was largely met.
Next, I think it is only fair to
address the strong sense of frustration within the student body
in the wake of the visit. As time
wound down toward the day of
the visit, the status of a student
seating section was in flux. By the
time I became involved, the focus
was on the government and economics departments; however, as
Thursday wore on, the standards
for allowing students into the
auditorium relaxed. Unfortunately,
there seemed to be little campuswide communication, and word
of mouth prevailed. I know that
many students were left out, and
that leaves me with a deep sense of
regret. That said, I believe honestly
that the university did the best it
could given the time constraints
and the moving target presented
by what was, in my estimation, a
manipulative campaign team with

little regard for the venue.
Finally, I want to express my
sincere and overflowing sense
of pride in not only the university, but also in my classmates.
You were all tremendous. Liberal,
conservative, indifferent — you
all represented LU amazingly
well. From your poised and wellinformed comments to the media,
to your tasteful protests, to your
incredible welcome inside the theater when I took the stage — you
all served Lawrence well.
In closing, I hope that I served
all of you well. It was an overwhelming experience, and a daunting task to try to represent a place
like Lawrence. Thank you all for
your support – let’s do it again
some time.

Jacob Horn

Columnist
____________________________________

Dear Jacob,
What was the worst thing that
has ever happened to you?
Signed,
Sympathetic Sophomore
Well, Sympathetic, the worst
thing that’s ever happened to me
happened over this past Spring
Break. It wasn’t when my glasses
were nearly crushed in a mosh
pit made up of overweight and
middle-aged men at a punk show
in Texas.
It wasn’t when I didn’t have
enough money to buy back issues
of **The Believer**, an obscure and
rather pretentious literary magazine that I’m obsessed with, at an
Austin bookstore.
No, Sympathetic, the worst
thing that’s ever happened to me
was the time I saw the blu-ray
edition of The Return of the Jedi.
Thankfully, we didn’t watch the
special edition of A New Hope;
otherwise this entire article would
have dissolved into a tirade that is
summed up with the phrase “Han
shot first.”
There are really only two
options when it comes to talking about Star Wars with me: You
either love Star Wars or you do not
tell me your opinion on Star Wars.
Also, there are only three Star Wars

Meadows

continued from page 1
from neuroscience, to children’s
perception of the universe, to
beekeeping.
Meadows is a great advocate of discovering where personal passion lies and following
it. “The most beautiful experience [of the Watson Fellowship]
was just putting together the
proposal because you had to
ask yourself: What would you
do for a year with no limits?
What’s your passion?” Whether
your passion is canoes, theatre, video games, or Turkish
rugs, the Watson Fellowship and
Lawrence’s close connections
with the foundation continue
to provide Lawrentians with the
experience of a lifetime.
Since the inception of the
Watson Fellowship in 1969,

movies. Everyone repeat this with
me. There are only three Star Wars
movies.
As I sat down to watch the
film in Sinfonia House, I came to
the realization that I was watching
the special edition of the film with
its many changes. I could trudge
through the extended dance scene
in Jabba’s palace; the Sarlacc’s
beak doesn’t bug me; but the addition of Haydn Christensen — aka:
whiny Anakin — at the end of the
film caused more emotional damage than anything I’ve ever experienced. And I’ve had Mickey Mouse
swear at me at Disney World.
Ben Kenobi doesn’t appear as
a younger version of himself and
Yoda still shows up as the ancient
and wrinkled step-son of the Jolly
Green Giant, so why did George
feel the need to include Haydn
Christensen? To say that I was
upset when I saw his mug at the
end of the trilogy would be an
understatement.
My memory is a bit hazy about
the details of that night, but I’m
pretty sure I tore the couch apart
and yelled profanities at the TV
that don’t even exist.
All of this may be new and
confusing to a lot of you. I feel like
there may be some readers who do
not understand what is going on
with this column. All I can say to
them is this: This is Star Wars. It
needs no explanation.
I used to be able to exist in a
blissful ignorance, espousing the
sanctity of the original trilogy by
declaring Episodes I, II and III as
not being in continuity. However,
George Lucas has forced my hand
and combined the two into one
unholy mess. I understand that
this came out years ago, but I have
very few things to write about, so
deal with it.
If you have a topic that you
want me to rant about or just want
to tell me to shut up, e-mail me at
jacob.e.horn@lawrence.edu.
Lawrentians have been awarded 68 fellowships. According
to Dean of the Conservatory
of Music Brian Pertl, Lawrence
University’s liaison with the
Watson foundation and former Watson fellow, the Watson
offers “an amazing life-changing adventure that will be with
you for the rest of your life and
an opportunity that all students
should consider.” There will be
an info session for any current
students interested in applying
for a fellowship later this term.
By this August, Will Meadows
will have launched into the world
to begin his studies. “While the
Watson Fellowship will allow
me to focus on my deepest passion, it will also allow me to find
new meaning at the crossroads
of all of my passions including
writing, ecology, art, people and
exploration.”

The opinions expressed in this section are those of the students, faculty and community members who wrote them. All facts are as provided by the
authors. The Lawrentian does not endorse any opinions piece except for the staff editorial, which represents a majority of the editorial board. The
Lawrentian welcomes everyone to submit their own opinions using the parameters outlined in the masthead.
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Spring-breaker in Mexico, hello Benedicto
Max Randolph

For The Lawrentian
____________________________________

A deep buzzing sounded from
the loudspeakers on either side
of the stage, set up on the north
end of the grassy roundabout. The
Mexican equivalents of secret service members were stationed just
10 feet apart from one another,
around the perimeter of the barricade between me, standing on
the inner circle, and the clean and
empty street on the other side.
Like the low pitch hum of a
beehive — this buzz raised group
excitement and prepped everyone
for the soon arriving Pope Benedict
XVI. Then, as if I had forgotten to
monitor my own behavior, I too
was swept into the frenzy of the
crowd and also found myself hanging over the barricade with outstretched arms, a camera in one
hand and waving the other empty
and free.
Draped across the excited
shoulders of local people, I too
caught myself in a panicked enthusiasm about the quickly arriving
Benedict. I was reminded of the
crazed fans at a Rangers game,
or outside of Carson Daly's MTV
newsroom in Times Square.

When this rare opportunity
presented itself, I couldn’t turn
down a taste of proverbial icing on
the cake of my already adventurepacked spring break. Earthquakes,
pyramids, Latin American pop
stars just to name some of the
highlights — but how often does
the Pope happen to make a pit stop
in my small town?
When I describe my trip, I
always preface what I say with,
“It was really the most culturally
enriching trip south of the border that a spring-breaking gringo
could have.
I was visiting and staying with
the family of former Lawrence graduate Francesca Romero-Siekman in
Guanajuato, a city seemingly lost
in time, rich in tradition and illuminated by small taverns where
locals drink shots of mescal are
chased by pints of Pacifico.
The city is built in a valley,
and narrow cobblestone streets
snake up the hills up to the gigantic Pipila, a behemoth statue of
man standing over the city. To the
Eastern Mountains, a massive rock
formation is said to reveal itself
as the body of Jesus Christ to disciples living out of sin.
The other portion of the trip

was on the beach, where I baked
and read back issues of the economist while drinking Micheladas at
all hours of the day — much more
typical of the American college
coed spring break.
The day that I was able to see
the Pope, he was accepting the
keys to the city from the governor
of Guanajuato. The hype was built
up so high that when he finally
arrived, I felt a chill drop from the
nape of my neck and trickle slowly down my spine until my skin
was tight and I had visible goose
bumps up my arms — not because
of a spiritual experience, but rather the sight of flocks of people
swarming after the Popemobile as
he passed.
The following Sunday, Benedict
held a mass in the outskirts of
Guanajuato for nearly 400,000
people.
For someone who grew up
in a country where we scrutinize
the vestiges of religion in a nowsecular nation, this experience
was truly unique. It’s incredible
for me to imagine that this saint
has a higher approval rating than
Mexico's president.
That night, the city crowded
around television sets, tuning in

Habitat For Humanity takes on Liberty City
Elizabeth Vaughan

Staff Writer
____________________________________

Lawrence's chapter of Habitat
for Humanity traveled for a week
to Liberty City, Fla., located on the
north side of Miami over spring
break. They took part in constructing six houses, learned about poverty housing and spent time in the
Miami area.
Organized by sophomore trip
leader Emily McLane and co-presidents senior Eli Hungerford and
junior Katie Boknevitz, 40 students attended. Both regularlyattending Habitat for Humanity
members and other Lawrence students took part in the build.
Habitat for Humanity is a nonprofit organization whose aim is
to end poverty housing. Potential
homeowners go through a rigorous
application process, which ensures
that the houses built are taken care
of and are not just handouts to
people who cannot maintain them.
Through
Habitat
for
Humanity's Collegiate Challenge
program, Lawrence students were
able to directly help with the construction of six homes. In the
past, students have built homes
in North Carolina, New York, Fort
Lauderdale and El Salvador.
Miami might seem like an idyllic resort to most Lawrentians,
but it faces serious problems with
poverty.
"When we think of Miami, I
think most people [think of] its
beaches and [its] over-the-top
nightlife," said sophomore Tammy
Tran.
However, Liberty City, better
known as the location of a Grand
Theft Auto video game, is a small
area of Miami in which an alarming 47.5 percent of the population
falls below the poverty line.
"Living at Lawrence, I'm defi-

nitely guilty of putting too much
distance between myself and the
problem of housing poverty in atrisk neighborhoods,” said Tran.
“Poverty housing is definitely a
problem I am surrounded with
and grew up with as a native of
Queens, NYC. But I'll admit I often
go through a day at Lawrence forgetting to appreciate simple things
like a roof over my head."
After getting settled in, students quickly realized the challenges of manual labor and construction. Every job had to be
done impeccably well, or the structure would not stand up straight.
Working long hours without a
break was extremely difficult and
physically tiring.
Many Lawrentians took a part
in installing drywall for ceilings
and walls, and were involved with
putting in walls before they were
plastered.
"The process took a lot of
patience, care and perfection," said
McLane.
Despite the strenuous work,
many students enjoyed working
in the company of each other. "I
particularly enjoyed working with
friends. It made the trip much
more rewarding to be able to make
a difference with people you really
like," said freshman Melina Jaharis.
"It was also rewarding to do good
for someone else, and I felt proud
to see my own work."
Throughout the process, students also learned about the prevalent and growing problem of poverty housing.
"It's a huge problem. People
don't understand the scope of
homelessness and how the problem won't be solved unless it is
addressed," said McLane. In addition, students interacted with
the homeowners themselves,
who were required to put in 500

hours of their own physical labor.
"Many [people without homes] are
extremely hard-working, and not
how someone would typically view
someone without a home. These
people are still trying, and many of
them [were] employed."
After the houses are built,
homeowners who live in a Habitat
for Humanity home are allowed
to request that Habitat help with
home maintenance if any problems
arise, and are expected to keep
houses well-maintained.
"The presence of one house
that is taken care of can encourage
a whole neighborhood to look better," said McLane.
When students weren't building, they enjoyed leisure time
spending the entire day at South
Beach, and one of the supporters
of the Habitat for Humanity project held a dinner with Cuban food.
At the end of the trip, all the colleges working together at Liberty
City were invited to a going-away
party.
Habitat for Humanity is presenting its next event, Shacka-Thon, on May 12. The group
aims to raise awareness for poverty housing and act as a fundraiser for the Fox Cities' Habitat for
Humanity chapter.
Organizations or groups of
Lawrence students build shacks
out of any materials that they
can find and, weather permitting,
spend the night in their abodes.
People can vote for their favorite
shack with a donation. The shacks
are set up on Main Hall Green, and
during the night, there is usually a
movie viewing.
Habitat for Humanity meets
weekly at Thursdays at 8:30 p.m. on
the fourth floor of Warch. Students
interested in joining or attending should contact Hungerford or
Boknevitz.
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to see the news coverage of the
day’s events replay on the television screen. Understanding the
implications of the Pope's visit in
a country that's almost 83 percent Catholic is important. The
city was shut down, the bars were
closed, the roads barricaded, and
the president had more security
than Swiss Guard members disembarking from Pope's Alitalia plane.
My thought was that there was
excessive security personal, since
in a country so devout, one would

think that the cartels and drug
wars would take a weekend long
hiatus — to also tune in.
His next stop was Cuba, and I
was finally able to get to the airport in the dead of night on the
day of his departure to catch the 5
a.m. flight out of Guanajuato since
the country took a three-day break
to observe what became a national
holiday.

From Our Kitchen to Yours
Bananananananana cake
a recipe by Taylor Scott
It could not be any simpler.
Further simplicity is really just
totally impossible. This is what
week two is all about, anyway,
right? Life is easy! The weather
is getting nicer! You’re living
for the moment! “Spring Term
you” is all about living the high
life.
All you need now are a few
things.
Requirements for baker:
-Desire for cake
-Awareness of Batman theme
song — to be sung while baking. “Banananana...”
-Appreciation of anticipated
deliciousness
Ingredients for baked goodness:
2 cups flour
1 ½ teaspoons baking soda
½ teaspoons salt
1 cup sugar (or, I used 2/3 c.
sugar, and at least 1 Tablespoon
of honey)
¼ cup oil
4 ripe bananas, mashed
¼ cup water
1 teaspoon vanilla

Romney

continued from page 1
for a question-and-answer session and "would have appreciated him taking even two or three
questions from the audience".
Outside the theatre, a student organized protest gathered
with signs. Though the protesters were mostly all Lawrence students, they ranged in gender,
ethnicity, major, and year. Senior
Sam Golter, one of the protesters,
emphasized that they were participating in a “peaceful protest”

Directions:
Preheat oven to 350°F.
Lightly grease 9x13 pan. Use
any size, but be aware that the
thicker your cake is poured, the
more time you have to bake it.
Combine flour, baking soda
and salt. In a separate bowl,
whisk together sugar and oil,
then add mashed bananas. Stir
in water and vanilla.
Combine this banana mixture with dry mixture.
Bake for about 40-45 minutes, depending upon pan size.
Enjoy!

Photo by Emma Moss

and “standing in unity against
Romney’s policies”.
Assistant
Professor
of
Government and Stephen Edward
Scarff Jason Brozek said, “I appreciate the work that so many people did behind the scenes to put
an event like this together, and I
was thrilled to see so many students engaging in political discussion – both inside Stansbury,
as well as demonstrating outside.
I’m sure we’ll continue to have
campus visits by local, state and
national candidates between now
and November 6th, so let’s keep
it up.”
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Posse Plus Retreat explores gender and sexuality
Tammy Tran

Features Editor
____________________________________

Last weekend, Lawrence
University’s Posse scholars hosted
the annual Posse Plus Retreat at
Björklunden.
The Posse Foundation is a notfor-profit organization that identifies, recruits and trains young
leaders from urban public high
schools, and sends them in Posses
of 10 students to top colleges
and universities across the country. Lawrence’s partnership with
the Posse Foundation started in
2006. Since then, there have been
five Posses on the Lawrence campus, and a sixth to be admitted
in the fall. The Posse scholars
have worked alongside the national foundation to host an annual
retreat at Björklunden.
The Posse Plus Retreat is a
unique space where students,
faculty and staff come together
to participate in a powerful discussion about a topic relevant to
Lawrence’s community. All Posse
partner schools around the coun-

try work to tackle the same topic
each year, creating dialogue among
36 colleges and 3,000 college students across America. Past topics
have included race and the millennial generation.
Posse Scholars are given the
unique opportunity to extend invitations to members of the community whom they wish to engage
in conversation. This includes students, faculty and staff that scholars wish to include in an interactive dialogue concerning the
retreat topic.
This year’s Posse Plus retreat
topic was “Born this way? Gender
and Sexuality in the 21st Century.”
The retreat tackled issues such as
consent, what the expectations of
being a man or being a woman are
on the Lawrence campus, and fitting neatly into the binary of masculinity and femininity.
Val Neff ’13 was invited to
attend the retreat by Posse 3 scholar Osbani Garcia. “I took away so
much from the retreat,” said Neff.
“I learned that many people on
this campus don't perceive themselves to be as gendered as I would

have guessed, and that includes
myself.”
Neff continued, “Even though
it wasn't explicitly the topic, I also
learned a lot about race relations
on this campus that I never would
have thought of… It [was] such a
unique experience to be pushed
so hard mentally and emotionally,
and I learned so many things that
have given me renewed hope in the
acceptance, intelligence, and commitment of the student body. It's
amazing to see faculty members
coming to this and being willing
to open themselves up and engage
critically with the topics on the
same level of their students. ”
Although conversations about
important issues such as gender
and sexuality are common among
student groups such as GLOW,
the Downer Feminist Council and
V-Day, students at the retreat
expressed a need for our campus
to continue the movement towards
raising more awareness about gender and sexuality at Lawrence.
Said Tanner Rasmussen ’15,
another student invited to take
part in the weekend, “I really

Photo courtesy of Adam Esrig, The Posse Foundation

appreciated what others had to say
this weekend. I feel as though if
students were more prone to talking about it, then maybe we would
see the change that we want to see
not only on campus, but on a more
widely spread basis, too.”
Said Neff, “The energy and love
that the Posse students have for
each other is unbelievable, and I
sincerely believe that everybody
there was giving their all to really

further their knowledge and better themselves as human beings.
Hopefully this weekend will result
in increased integration of these
topics into everyday Lawrence
life and conversation. I think that
many people left with increased
hope about the passion of students here, as well as increased
knowledge on specific issues relating to gender and sexuality and
why these issues matter.”

Panhellenic council hosts charitable dance-a-thon
Tammy Tran

Features Editor
____________________________________

The Panhellenic council hosted a campus-wide dance-a-thon
Friday, May 30. The event aimed to
do something fun for the Lawrence
community while giving to a good
cause that would benefit the great-

er Appleton community. The council’s goal was to raise $300 for the
COTS Riverview Garden Program.
This was the council’s first
dance-a-thon. However, they are
hoping to make it an annual event
and potentially partner with more
student organizations on campus.
Brender Zuleger ’13 said, “I

think it's definitely important
for the LU community to support Greek life events. Even though
Panhel is a student organization
that is made up [of] the three
sororities on campus, we still want
to have a welcoming presence. By
putting on events in which the
whole campus can be involved,

we hope to promote unity not
just within the Greek community,
but also within the Lawrence community. The same can be said for
the individual sorority and fraternity events. We like to host events,
such as AnchorSplash or Kicks for
CASA, that the whole campus can
take part in and have a good time

Caption Information:
1. Fanny Lau, Izzy Vaintrub (top left)
2. Nhi Nguyen (top middle)
3. Michelle Farrand, Melina Jaharis (top right)
4. Morgan O’Leary, Kaleigh Post, Abby
Schubach (middle right)
5.Amy Pettigrew, Tara Jensen (bottom right)
6. Steve Wasilczuk, Addy Goldberg, Jacob
Horn (bottom left)
Photos by Nhi Nguyen

at, while still doing a service for
community.”
Panhel was able to raise $290
by the end of the night, and then
reached their goal of $300 a couple
days later. Congratulations to the
winner, Sam Estrem, who you can
spot walking around campus with
his new iPod Nano.
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A glimmer of hope in post-graduate hiring
Daniel Perret-Goluboff

Staff Writer
____________________________________

If you’re anything like me, the
prospect of life after Lawrence
leaves you feeling somewhat conflicted. The concept of moving into
the next stage of independent life
is terribly exciting, but this excitement typically subsides to the
thought of the dismal state of the
job market and visions of attempting to put my English major to use
— “Will write for food…”
These thoughts certainly fill
the minds of scores of college students across the country, and as
the horizon of summer begins to
show, they become all the more
real for graduating seniors.
Recent news reports, however, seem to paint a different picture. Don’t hold your breath quite
yet, but it seems as though the
American job market may finally
be taking a turn for the better in
terms of employment opportunities for post-graduates.
A survey issued by the
National Association of Colleges
and Employers predicts that hiring
is expected to climb 10.2 percent
by the end of 2012 — welcome

news for those of us graduating
in 2013 or later. What’s more, this
estimate is adjusted upward from
the initial prediction of 9.5 percent
that NACE issued for 2012 earlier
this year.
Mind you, this trend is not by
any means indicative of an immediate rejuvenation in the postgraduate hiring market. Rather, it
shows that the American economy
is beginning to gain the traction
necessary to climb out of the hole
that has caused the pitfall in postgraduate hiring in America over
the last several years.
Nonetheless, it seems like a
cause to celebrate. The career services office at the University of
North Carolina-Chapel Hill has
seen a 7.4 percent increase in the
amount of interviews offered to
graduating students by employers
this year alone.
Of course, these numbers hold
a specifically arbitrary nature for
students at liberal arts schools
like Lawrence. Undergraduate business majors have seen an increase
in full-time job offers of almost
10 percent, according to The
Huffington Post, but nobody here
majors in business.

Nonetheless, bigger-picture
numbers seem to maintain that
there may be reason for hope. The
unemployment rate in America fell
to 8.3 percent in February, but the
unemployment rate among college
graduates over the age of 25 stood
at only 4.2 percent.
Unemployment information
for the month of March will not be
released until April 6, but it is predicted to show a total of roughly
200,000 jobs created in the month,
which would keep the overall rate
at 8.3 percent.
The numbers suggest a bleak
picture, but one that is gradually
growing brighter. NACE’s findings
have also suggested that the median income for first time jobholders
after college is supposed to climb
just over 4 percent to $42,569 as
of the end of 2012.
Will I still be haunted nightly
by the job prospects for an English
major as my junior and senior
years here at Lawrence unfold?
Without question. But if the numbers continue to trend the way that
they have been, a brighter frame of
mind may be in order.

Easter goes unnoticed on campus
Bob Trettin

Staff Writer
____________________________________

PHOTO
POLL

This Sunday marks the calendar date for the most important holiday of the Christian faith:
Easter. It is the day when Christians
around the world celebrate Jesus
Christ’s resurrection from the
dead, his conquering of sin, death
and the devil and his ascension
into heaven. The mourning and
commemoration of Christ’s temporary entombment begins this
Friday, titled Good Friday, leading up to the rejoicing of Easter
Sunday.
I do not think that it is right
that classes are still scheduled for
Lawrentians on this day.
I must make it clear that my
reason behind this claim does not
stem from a shallow desire to simply have a day off of classes. It
is only the second week of term.
Spring break gave me a sufficient
amount of rest and relaxation.
My mind is not yet so fried that
I would be lobbying for one extra
day off for the purpose of a slightly longer weekend. There is a more
important motive.
I and my fellow Christians
believe Easter to be the most
important event in history for all

of mankind. It is the fulfillment
of the Gospel, an occurrence that
secures our freedom, the ultimate
sacrifice and the most miraculous
miracle of all.
I think that canceling classes
on this day is the appropriate thing
to do. This would be the best way
to give some sort of acknowledgement of Easter. It is unfortunate
that Lawrence does not convey any
sort of recognition of this weekend
around campus. I think it is wrong
that it will pass by like any other
weekend, unnoticed and unappreciated.
I am most bothered by the
thought that Lawrence seems to be
completely oblivious to this holiday. I wish there was some amount
of attention given to this weekend,
and affording one day off of classes seems like the absolute best way
to do so.
Free of distractions from classes and studying, Christian students and professors would have
a whole day to devote to reflection and remembrance of Christ’s
sacrifice, an extra day to prepare
to celebrate Easter with family, if
they chose to return home for this
special weekend.
This Good Friday I am choosing to skip my only class, as a
small display of my disapproval

that classes are scheduled on this
day, but more importantly so that
I may go home, attend the Good
Friday service at my home church
and reflect on the gift of grace that
this day signifies.
My only class on this day
happens to be geology. I am not
attempting to undermine the
importance of this subject or the
importance of attending class —
however, in comparison to the
importance of Easter, geology
crumbles.
Matthew Brady in the adapted
film from 1960 entitled “Inherit
the Wind,” put it best when he
said, “I am more interested in the
‘Rock of Ages’ than I am in the age
of rocks.” This is my reasoning for
neglecting class, and must be my
focus for Good Friday and the rest
of this weekend.
If you are interested in celebrating Easter with other Lawrentians
on campus, Lawrence Christian
Fellowship will be meeting as usual
on Wednesday at 9 p.m. in the
Pusey Room on the third floor of
Warch. I encourage you to come
and worship, learn and be surrounded by this Christian community on campus.

Photo poll by
Will Melnick

What is
the best
April Fools
prank
you have
pulled?
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IN DEFENSE OF:
GYM CLASS HEROES
Stacey Day

Columnist
____________________________________

Today at 9 p.m., Gym Class
Heroes will be performing in the
Warch Campus Center. Carefully
selected by our SOUP leaders after
last year’s conspicuous lack of a
Big Event, Gym Class Heroes represents the return of a great tradition of the theoretical campuswide convergence of students at a
single place and time, with the firm
intent to enjoy ourselves.
Unfortunately, it does not look
as if the Gym Class Heroes show
will succeed in this lofty goal of
fostering campus unity. In this
editorial, I will propose that this
failure should be attributed less to
the musical group, and more to the
Lawrence student body.
The outrage and indignation
that swept the campus upon the
selection of Gym Class Heroes was
both vitriolic and highly performative. No one could state their
disapproval strongly enough, and
everyone needed their disapproval
to be broadcast as loudly as possible.
Predictably, at the time of writing, word on the street is that
scarcely over half of the tickets have been sold. That’s about
250 tickets sold to about a 1,500
Lawrence student body. That’s
about 16 percent of Lawrentians.
Lawrence students are very predictable in non-attendance of
musical events that occur outside
the Conservatory.
Why is this? The answer is
obvious: our culture of music hipsterdom. Any band that someone
else at Lawrence would also want
to attend is most likely too “mainstream.” The average Lawrentian
thinks: Given my impeccable musical taste, I would have already
heard of this band if they were
worth listening to. Subsidized
and even free concerts are to be
shunned on principle, instead of
enjoyed for whatever they might
be worth.
Indeed, as anyone who has set
foot on campus knows, the single
most prevalent criterion for judging someone’s value as a human
being is the music that they listen to. The most terrifying and
high-stakes question posed to me
during my four years at Lawrence
hasn’t come from a professor: it is
presented whenever an acquaintance asks me what kind of music
I like.
It seems easy and intuitive to

blame the Conservatory for this, as
a bastion of music freaks who only
listen to old dead white men, but
alas, a horribly inaccurate oversimplification. I would propose
that instead, there is a complicated and antagonistic dialectic
at work between the Conservatory
and the college which has flavored
and infected all social interaction
on campus.
College students, anxious to
prove their musical competence,
vie against conservatory students
eager to prove that their musical
degree gives them a finer and more
discerning taste in popular music.
This explains the highly competitive and theatrical nature of music
hipsterdom at Lawrence and how
this comes to dominate and define
social culture on campus.
What is the result of this?
Lawrence is a horrible, no-good,
lousy venue to convince contemporary artists to attend, and students
are gratified by the opportunity to
whine, in turn, about how none of
their favorite bands play here.
Granted, there are some legitimate reasons why Lawrentians
have lousy showings at BBC and
WLFM live music events. We work
a lot, and have lots of work left to
do at almost any given moment of
day or night.
Furthermore,
sometimes
Lawrence students do show: Props
to WLFM for throwing a relatively well attended performance by
electronic artist Tim Hecker in
the Chapel last Saturday night.
Nonetheless, the student body at
Lawrence, fueled by musical elitism from both sides of the Ave,
has created the single most intimidating and unfulfilling atmosphere
for contemporary popular artists
that I could imagine.
The sooner students realize
that their own excess of competitive pretention is, in fact, helping
to create and exacerbate the problem of attracting “good” bands
to Lawrence, the sooner we can
begin to be a more band-friendly
campus. Students need to take
responsibility for the negative consequences of their musical posturing, and stop whining. It hurts my
ears and offends the rest of me.
Please, loosen up, pay the five
dollars for a ticket, and bask in
the glorious stud-muffin-ness of
Travie McCoy for a night. He dated
Katy Perry, after all — as seen in
the role of romantic interest in the

See In Defense Of on page 8

“My friends and I parked our
cars at every entrance to
our high school.”
-Tony Truglia

“In my sophomore year of
high school, I told my parents I was dropping out to
run away with my
boyfriend.”
-Allie Williams

“I convinced by girlfriend
that I had to leave school.”
-Andrew Breuninger
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Less fluff please, politicians!
Tell us something concrete
Alan Duff

Staff Writer
____________________________________

What the American people
want are solutions. What they
don’t need is more empty rhetoric.
What I want is for politicians to
stop using the most generalizable,
vague and larger-than-life statements that contain no discernible
policy.
The solution is for politicians
to also be real Americans, just like
you and me. We need someone
who understands the plight of the
average American worker, and one
of these million-dollar candidates
will surely be able to do just that.
I’m sure of it.
As you can see, I’ve said a
whole lot of nothing, and it was
most likely frustrating. So when
I waited in line to listen to Mitt
Romney, only to hear statements
such as, “the American people
want X or demand Y,” it felt empty.
There were no clear specifics of
what Romney’s actual solutions
were besides undoing Obama’s
work.
Consequently, I left Romney’s
speech unsatisfied, as did many
of my colleagues. However, this
empty rhetoric in speeches isn’t
something that Romney alone is
guilty of. Politicians from Obama
to Santorum churn out speeches
like this all of the time. These
speeches can be easily identified
because they are all fluff and no
substance.
For some parts of a campaign,
that’s fine. Who doesn’t find campaign phrases such as “Who would
you rather sit down and have a
beer with?” or “Change” compelling, though admittedly overly general?
Campaign speeches, however,
need some form of substantive
platform for citizens to grasp so
they understand why they should
vote for a candidate.
Take for example Romney’s
closing remarks: “The dreamers
can dream a little bigger, the help

wanted signs can be dusted off
and we can start again. And this
time we’ll get it right; join me, walk
together this Tuesday and take
another step until Nov. 6.”
Any politician could have said
that and no one would have been
able to tell the difference.
Honestly, empty rhetoric
sounds good and there’s a reason
it’s employed. It’s what supporters of candidates like to hear, plus
no one gets offended. The politician does nothing new or bold, but
rather safely emphasizes the same
generalizations the same way that
pop artists never try anything new.
But it doesn’t help those of
us in the middle, trying to decide
which candidate to support. I want
to know the reasons why I should
vote for a candidate instead of
hearing some supposedly omniscient politician talk about how he
or she somehow knows what all
308 million of us want and need.
That’s what this rhetoric
implies and it’s an unsettling idea.
Unfortunately come the fall election cycle, we will probably see an
increase instead of a decrease in
all this empty rhetoric once the
Democrats and Republicans fully
start their campaigns and speeches against each other.
There are some simple solutions to solving the speech problem however. Candidates could
phrase their rhetoric differently
to imply what their own policies
are: “I believe that X would be best
for the American people because
of Y.”
While many pundits like to
hear empty rhetoric, and it may
sound good, the American voter
should not have to cast their votes
based off of general statements
and by which candidate gives the
most general and nice-sounding
speeches. Rather, American voters
should be able to actually decide
who provides the policies and
plans that best fit with their personal beliefs.
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Invitations to Romney event:
Unclear and unfair
Kaye Herranen

Opinions and Editorials Editor
____________________________________

As we all know, last week
Governor Mitt Romney visited
campus and gave a speech in our
very own Stansbury Theatre. I, like
many other students, was eager to
hear Romney speak — not because
I anticipated agreeing with him,
but because I was genuinely curious about what he had to say.
Because I wanted to be sure of
seeing Romney, I arrived outside
of Stansbury Theatre at 12:15 p.m.
— optimistic and with a bag lunch
in hand. I stood outside in the cold
and in the rain until the doors were
eventually opened around 1:45 p.m.
I was in the front of the line,
and it seemed that I had a relatively good chance of getting in.
I passed through security with
no problems. To my surprise,
I then discovered that I had no
chance whatsoever of getting into
Stansbury — I wasn’t on the list.
My first reaction to this
news was pure frustration — I
had known there would be some
reserved seats, but I had absolutely no clue that all of the seats in
Stansbury were reserved. I figured
that maybe 100 out of Stansbury’s
approximately 600 seats would be
reserved, and the rest would be
first come, first serve.
The mass email sent out to
the entire student body by Craig
L. Gagnon, associate vice president
for communications, mentioned
reserved seats. But this email in
no way made clear that all seats
in Stansbury were invitation only.
Since last Friday, I’ve spoken
with several people on campus who
were involved with the invitations
sent out to students. Apparently,
the university wasn’t contacted
by the Romney campaign until
early last week, around Monday or
Tuesday. The original email to the
entire student body was sent out on
Thursday, March 29.

The university expected to have
about 40 seats available for students, and so the government and
economics departments were given
first priority for these seats. Both
the government and economics
departments sent an email to students who are majoring, minoring
or taking classes in government or
economics, asking them to reply if
they wanted a seat in Stansbury.
LUCC President Jake Woodford
was in charge of making the list of
students with reserved seats. Once
the government and economics
departments filled up the allotted
40 seats, Woodford was notified that
there were now more seats available
for students, about 60 in total. This
change came from the Romney campaign, not the university.
Because of this sudden change,
Woodford kept taking student
names — anyone who emailed
him — and putting them on the
reserved list. Some students heard
of this development by word of
mouth and were lucky enough to
get a seat — while most other students were left in the dark.
When I spoke to Woodford, he
mentioned that Lawrence doesn’t
have an action plan for an event
like this. There was no standard
procedure to follow.
It goes without saying that an
action plan for events such as the
Romney visit should be created.
There was a lack of coordination
between offices on campus, and
a cohesive plan could have prevented that.
It also seems that the Romney
campaign is largely to blame for
the mismanagement of the event.
They didn’t bother to communicate much directly to the university, and they were the ones responsible for many last-minute changes
to the plan.
The Romney campaign failed
to notify the university about the
specific security measures they
would be enacting, and that a

photo ID would be necessary to get
into Stansbury. Additionally, community members that registered
online for seats were given priority
over students. The Romney campaign didn’t seem to bother with
the university’s concerns.
While the Romney campaign
wasn’t easy to work with, I still
feel that Lawrence could have better protected the interests of students. Lawrence could have negotiated with the Romney campaign
in order to secure more seats for
students. They could have said
something like, “If we are hosting
your campaign on our campus, in
our facilities, then our students
will get first priority.”
It also seems fairly arbitrary
that government and economics
students were given priority over
all others — at a liberal arts school
we should know that all academic
departments can find something
relevant in a politician’s speech.
The invitations should have been
arranged so that all students —
regardless of area of study — had
an equal opportunity. The information regarding the invitations
should have been more clearly laid
out to the student body.
I acknowledge that people
in numerous university offices
worked very hard on the Romney
visit, and that the job was complicated by constraints of time. I
am not implying that these people
didn’t work hard. I feel that the job
could have been done better, and
more efficiently.
The frustration within the student body after Romney’s visit
was palpable. I talked to numerous students who were just as
frustrated as I was with the distribution of seats in Stansbury.
Students absolutely should have
been given priority over community members, and all students
should have had an equal opportunity to see Romney speak in
Stansbury Theatre.

Poor working conditions: The price we have to pay for electronics
Nathan Lawrence

Web Manager
____________________________________

In recent months, Apple’s manufacturing processes in China, specifically with the Foxconn manufacturing corporation, have received
a lot of major press attention.
However, Apple is not the only
party who deserves this attention,
nor should it necessarily be held
responsible for the terrible working conditions present in these fac-

tories and communities.
According to a recent article
in The Wall Street Journal, many
Foxconn workers spend over 80
hours a week assembling electronics, not just for Apple but other
major technology brands such as
Samsung and Acer.
For these long hours, they
are paid a paltry $2.62 an hour —
Foxconn is also said to have formerly hired children between the
ages of 12 and 20 for the even more

ridiculous wage of 70 cents an hour.
Despite these poor conditions,
however, Foxconn workers are
afforded a certain degree of hospitality by their employer: They are
housed together in on-premises
dormitories and are fed by the
company, allowing them to send
most of their wages home to family in need, and — despite the boring nature of the job — an employee satisfaction survey released
this week shows that many of

“I put saran wrap on my
mother’s toilet seat—hilarity
ensued.”
-Hayley Turner

“I put water-filled condoms
all over my friend’s room.”
-Niza Shah

the employees were unhappy that
their hours may be cut to make
conditions more humane.
Many tech journalists and pundits have maligned companies like
Apple and Samsung for their acquiescence to the seemingly abusive
nature of Chinese manufacturing.
In particular, Apple has recently received a great deal of poor
publicity for seeming ambivalent
to these conditions, while at the
same time continuing to rake in

“My friends and I covered
an entire section of school
lockers with post-it notes.”
-Kelsey Priebe

“We used post-it notes to
label everything in our
friend’s room.”
-Martha Allen & Meghan
Keenan

record profits and considering the
payment of dividends to its shareholders.The truth is, however, that
this is not a problem that Apple
can magically wave away.
The United States is just a
far wealthier country than China.
Given a population of 1.3 billion
people, China’s GDP is surprisingly
low. At about $5,000 per capita,
this comes out to just over 10 per-

See Electronics on page 12

The opinions expressed in
this section are those of
the students, faculty and
community members who
wrote them. All facts are
as provided by the authors.
The Lawrentian does not
endorse any opinions piece
except for the staff editorial, which represents a
majority of the editorial
board. The Lawrentian welcomes everyone to submit
their own opinions using
the parameters outlined in
the masthead.
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Wriston plays welcome host for artist Julia Barello’s installation, “Wisteria”
Paul Smirl

Staff Writer
____________________________________

The Wriston Art Center’s
Hoffmaster Gallery opened its doors
Friday, March 30 to present the work
of New Mexico-based artist Julia
Barello. A jeweler by trade, Barello’s
multi-faceted work traverses twodimensional and three-dimensional
realms and is bound together by its
unusual medium of X-ray film.
Accompanying
her
gallery installation, “Wisteria,”
Barello gave a talk in the Wriston
Auditorium explaining the trajectory of her life as an artist, from
her alternative college roots to her
graduate jewelry work and ultimately her current forays in largescale installation.
Focused on the presentation of
the human body, Barello noted the
fleeting nature of human life as the
driving force of all of her art. Seen
most clearly in the gallery in pieces
such as “Adornments: Cellulitis of
the Neck and Vascular Studies,”

Barello foils diagramed drawings
and X-rays of human ailments with
essentially non-wearable jewelry
pieces, creating silver and gold
necklaces and brooches in the
shapes of decaying body parts.
Using X-ray film in a more
abstract fashion, Barello continues
her studies of the inevitably disease-ridden human body by cutting
the film into different shapes. Be
it flowers, leaves or birds, Barello
takes records of human descent
and breathes new life into them,
constructing grandiose wall installations that provide entirely new
meaning to the fragile, human-centric qualities of the X-ray.
One piece that exemplifies
Barello’s life-alteration art is the
piece “Wisteria,” which takes on
the form of a massive tree, harbored in the corner of the room.
Assembled from an array of individually cut leaves, Barello’s tree
appears mainly black with flourishes of green and purple in its upperright branches. However, upon
close examination, vague images

of the human form emerge as
well as medical text. Consequently,
Barello deconstructs notions of life
and reassembles and obscures the
human body, presenting a life-like
entity that rests inches off the wall
and meanders up to heights far
greater than that of a human.
Furthermore, while “Wisteria”
does an excellent job of showcasing the dichotomy of life
and death, pieces such as “122
Brooches” favor aesthetic presentation over concept. Set up as a circle of blue, green and purple flowers, Barello’s wall piece is mighty
beautiful, but is a far cry from the
figure studies of her early jewelry days. Moreover, while Barello
does indeed use her favorite medium of X-ray film, the pleasing
organization of flowers in a circle
doesn’t exactly strike to the heart
of human transience.
Barello herself noted that her
latest work borders on commercial, joking during her talk that
she hopes people don’t buy her
more colorful wall pieces just to

Photo by Nicolas Glennon

match their sofas. This problem
does seem to make sense though,
as it is evident that viewers looking
for deep meaning in all of Barello’s
work won’t always find concrete
places to latch onto.
However, having made a career
as a self-made X-ray film artist,
Barello seems confident in her
death-inspired work even when

viewers see it merely as decoration.
She remarked that she doesn’t care
if viewers truly understand the
intent behind each piece. From
here on out, Barello does face one
major artistic challenge: Her stock
of X-ray film is dwindling, leaving
her to contemplate the same glaring inevitability of ending that her
work examines.

Piano duo Gilbert Kalish and Christina Dahl delight Harper Hall
Lauren Nokes

For The Lawrentian
____________________________________

Distinguished pianists Gilbert
Kalish and Christina Dahl — a
former piano faculty member at
Lawrence — played works for two
pianos and four hands in Harper
Hall last Saturday, March 31. In
addition to pieces by such beloved
composers as Samuel Barber and
Sergei Rachmaninoff, Kalish and
Dahl played works by contemporary composers György Kurtág and
George Crumb.
The program began with
Barber’s “Souvenirs for piano four

hands,” which included movements
with titles such as “Two-Step” and
“Hesitation-Tango.” The piano duo
gave a playful and energetic performance that drew delighted laughter
from the audience. They had the special synergy of long-time collaborators; their arms and hands carefully
intertwined and their bodies subtly
shifted, demonstrating the effects
of devoted practice and the development of cognizance for one another.
They eased into more unusual
fare with works by Kurtág interspersed with his transcriptions of
Bach for the piano. Kurtág’s pieces
can be summed up as “pithy,” a

word that Kalish used to describe
them — they’re short, clever musical games that challenge the listener without ostentation.
The rapid transitions between
Kurtág’s contemporary musical
puzzles and Bach’s own intricate
constructions emphasized the
commonalities and differences
between the two composers, until
one could imagine that the two of
them were having an intelligent
and wordless discussion across
space and time.
After the Kurtág works, the duo
played “Other Worldly Resonances
for two amplified pianos,” a piece

Book Review: Nick Hornby’s “Fever Pitch”
Natalie Schermer

Staff Writer
____________________________________

When I started getting into soccer in high school, I didn’t really
have a team. There were a few
players I appreciated more than
others, but mostly I just liked the
general spirit and atmosphere of
the thing. I stuck mainly to the
English Premier League, though; it
seemed the easiest and most interesting to follow.
Before I became a soccer fan,
though, I was a reader. Naturally I
sought out some reading material
on my new interest. The general

In Defense Of
continued from page 6

“Cupid’s Chokehold” music video

consensus was that Nick Hornby’s
“Fever Pitch” was a must-read for
anybody with any sort of interest in the sport at all. Having read
a few of Hornby’s novels prior, I
picked it up immediately.
“Fever Pitch” starts out as a
memoir, divided into three parts:
childhood, young adulthood and
manhood. It stays that way, too, but
there’s a twist. Hornby chronicles
his childhood: his parents’ divorce
and his subsequent lack of relationship with his father. He and his sister spent Saturdays with their dad.
These visits were at first a flop: The
zoo is only interesting so many
times, and their father didn’t really
know what else to do with them.
But one weekend, they did something different, just Hornby and his
dad: they went to a football match,
Arsenal vs. Stoke City. Something
happened to Hornby that day, and
from this point on, “Fever Pitch”
transforms from the story of a man
to the story of a man and his team:
Arsenal FC.
Since “Fever Pitch” is told in
the form of short essays, each titled
by a different football match and
chronicling the events that took
place in Hornby’s life around that
football match, the man and the
team are necessarily intertwined.
Hornby skillfully weaves the two

together, successfully combining
the two into one narrative. And
as the book progresses, a third
theme emerges: that of fandom and
the peculiar madness that comes
with being a particular type of fan.
Hornby’s fanaticism is an obsession, an addiction, and he naturally
relates his life through the trials
and tribulations of Arsenal.
While “Fever Pitch” clearly
appeals to soccer fans, its scope
is less limited than it seems. In his
love for Arsenal, Hornby captures
the passion of any fan of any team,
soccer or not. He shows what it
truly means to be a fan: the pain
felt at the end of a particularly
season, the fierce joy that comes
from beating a rival, the one-sided
relationship a fan develops with
the players.
Hornby has, in the past, gone
to ridiculous extents to support
his team. It has affected his love
life, his familial relationships, and
his social life. But for him it’s been
worth it — and anybody who’s
ever felt passionately about anything, who’s ever gone to ridiculous lengths to do something that
doesn’t really seem that important
to somebody else, should understand where he’s coming from.

— so who are you to not be overwhelmed by his allure?
If you still need convincing,
check out such great music videos as “Papercuts,” “The Queen

and I” and “Cookie Jar.” Don’t
look for lyrics written by T.S.
Eliot, don’t listen for the musical complexity and subtlety of…
I don’t know, is there anyone all

by Crumb. Kalish described Crumb
as a composer who’s not particularly radical except in his use of voice,
or sound. Crumb often manipulates
the timbre of instruments, creating
unusual tone colors. In this piece,
the pianos were amplified to create an eerie effect in which sound
seemed to come from everywhere,
as though we in the audience were
floating high up in the air.
The sound of the pianos,
especially when the pianists used
extended techniques such as hitting or plucking the strings, produced a bell-like sound that recalled
gamelan music. Crumb’s music cer-

tainly transported the listener to
another — perhaps less material
and more spiritual — world.
The
evening
concluded
with a wonderful rendition of
Rachmaninoff’s “Suite No. 2 for
two pianos.“ Kalish and Dahl
played with passion and impeccable technique, leaving their listeners — or at least this listener
— satisfied; after traversing the
unknown soundscapes of Kurtág
and Crumb, I arrived at the end
of the Rachmaninoff Suite feeling
that I had experienced some exciting new wonders, but I was glad to
arrive back home at last.

A&E Goes Abroad
Sam Lewin

Staff Writer
____________________________________

Bassist Ze Eduardo is one of
the better-known jazz musicians
in Portugal, having played with
Steve Lacy, Kenny Wheeler and Jack
Walrath, as well as a number of
his own accomplished jazz groups.
Eduardo also played on the first jazz
record released in Portugal — saxophonist Rão Kyao’s “Malpertuis.” He
now lives in Faro, the capital of the
Algarve in the south of Portugal,
preferring its slower paced vibe and
low cost of living.
I met Eduardo in Faro last
August and interviewed him about
his experiences playing jazz and
coming of age under Portugal’s
dictatorship, which was in power
from 1932-1974. So it was telling
that when he met me — a clueless
American curious about his political beliefs — he immediately joked
that a few decades ago, he probably would have thought I worked
for the CIA. This was likely a reference to the 1970s, when Portugal’s
dictatorship was crumbling and
the communist opposition was
becoming more powerful, but the
joke suggests the ubiquity of politics in 1970s Portugal.
Indeed, much of Eduardo’s early

you music hipsters can universally agree is good without exploding? Beethoven? Just do what you
need to do to loosen up and turn
off your hipster switch and show

life was shaped, in some way, by
the dictatorship — despite his aversion to the Portuguese government
and the broader political system.
Eduardo wasn’t a professional jazz
musician until after the revolution,
and he is the first to admit that he
could only indirectly feel “the pressure of the fascist government,” at
least as far as music was concerned.
But despite Eduardo’s few
musical confrontations with the
authorities, he still occasionally
encountered facets of authoritarianism, especially while studying architecture at a university in
Lisbon. “I remember being in university and going to a jazz concert.
Then we’d get there and it’d be
cancelled,” Eduardo recalled.
It was obvious to the students
that the political police regularly
cancelled these concerts, but even
when jazz musicians actually did
perform, the vibe was never quite
“comfortable.” The political police
frequently infiltrated shows, and
while they tried to blend in, they
were hardly subtle. “They didn’t
understand anything about jazz;
they were not integrated,” and they
frequently asked people suspicious
questions, Eduardo remembered.

See Abroad on page 9

up. You might, if you aren’t careful enough, even enjoy yourself.
God forbid.
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GUERIN
SPOTLIGHT PLATTE
THE

ARTIST

Cameron Carrus

Staff Writer
_________________________________

Spring break is over, which
means that it is once again recital season! Guerin Platte is more
ready than ever to showcase her
skills at her upcoming recital.
Platte’s program will showcase her solo abilities through
Dutilleux’s “Sonatine” for
solo flute. Its range of feeling
is diverse, as it captures the
essence of a three-movement
sonata in just one movement.
The piece is ethereal, atonal and
highly rhythmically irregular. “I
am most excited to play the
Dutilleux,” said Platte, “because
it is a very challenging piece
that allows me to display the full
range of my technical and musical abilities on the flute. I put a
lot of work into it, and I’m excited to share it with the audience.”
In addition to her solo piece,
Platte will be doing a couple
of collaborative pieces. Instead
of working with bigger ensembles, Platte decided to keep her
collaborations intimate, as she
will be performing two duets.
“I looked to collaborate because
I wanted to add variety to the
music in my recital. That makes
things more interesting for the

audience and myself,” Platte
commented.
Platte will be teaming up
with marimba player and close
friend Claire Fassnacht to perform South African composer
Peter Klatzow’s composition
“Figures in a Landscape.” In this
piece, the marimba fills out the
“landscape” while the flute represents the “figures” within it.
The two have actually played
this piece before, at Fassnacht’s
recital last term. This fact does
not at all make this piece the
easiest to pull off, however. The
piece is highly rhythmic, and
while it may not be as technically challenging, it requires
intense collaborative attention.
“The most challenging part of
this piece was to develop a sense
of phrasing and continuity while
keeping it in time,” said Platte.
The other duet, written for
flute and voice, is “Deux poemes
de Ronsard” by French composer Roussel. Roussel’s music
sets two of 16th century poet
Ronsard’s poems for the duo.
Platte will be performing the
piece with junior vocalist and
friend Katrina Zosseder.
Platte has highly valued her
collaboration with Zosseder. The
two sat down to analyze the con-

tent of the poems, which helps
Platte determine her approach
to sections of the music. The
first poem depicts a poet singing to a bird, which requires that
Platte have a bird-like ring to her
playing. At the same time, Platte
noted, “Working with a vocalist
is a new experience for me. The
instruments have such different
timbres, and so I had to blend
my tone in a new way.”
As you may have noticed,
the majority of Platte’s repertoire is French. This is no coincidence. Platte lived in France for a
year before attending Lawrence.
She has speaking proficiency
in the language, and she even
took flute lessons while there.
Not only did she immerse herself in the language and culture,
but she was able to gain some
perspective on how the French
approach music differently than
Americans. This experience has
given her valuable insight that
she applied to her repertoire for
this performance.
Be sure to check out Platte’s
program on Friday, April 13 in
Harper Hall at 6:30 p.m. “Am
I scared that my recital is on
Friday the 13th?” says Platte.
“No, 13 is my lucky number.” Share in the luck by letting

Platte serenade you with this

beautiful selection of pieces.

Photo by Fanny Lau
Photo courtesy Guerin Platte

WLFM brings electronic artist Tim Hecker to Memorial Chapel
Peter Boyle

Staff Writer
____________________________________

Digital music production has
opened unforeseen paths into composition and performance. Looping
and sampling have become common practice for those unable or
unwilling to have a group alongside them; assembling and manipulating audio requires only a computer and the right software. These
tools face derision — many insist
that laptop musicians spend the
entirety of their shows checking
Facebook — but powerful music
can still translate live in the right
scenario, with the right approach.
WLFM, a digital entity itself,
brought this complex world to
the Memorial Chapel last Saturday,
juxtaposing two artists who function on differing ends of the electronic spectrum. Squanto, the
dorm-room recording project of
Rochester, N.Y. native Ben Lovell,
implements hypnotic loops of guitar and vocal harmony to produce

Abroad

continued from page 8
Politics also pervaded his
actual education at university; he
studied architecture, but most of
his teachers refused to mention
any of the architectural styles
that conflicted with the regime’s
established script.

a broad, yet humanizing, effect.
Tim Hecker, a well-known
ambient music producer, constructed a dense, haunting network of synthesized and found
sounds. While the pair seemed a
difficult fit, the show benefitted
from their disparate styles, commenting on the adaptability of
music to cutting-edge mores.
Lovell’s performance was rooted in the personal, no doubt a
quality derived from small shows
and isolated recording. Stepping
onto the broad stage with only
a classical guitar and an array
of effects, his songs began starkly, relying on quiet plucking and
plaintive vocals. His self-sampling
also demanded obvious effort, as
he frequently knelt over his pedalboard to make adjustments and
even lost his swelling background
due to a technical difficulty.
Despite the hiccups and timidity, Lovell managed to stress the
Chapel’s sound system, losing fidelity as he reached the climax of his

Despite these hardships,
Eduardo was actually lucky
to stay in Portugal during the
1970s. Many of his friends and
fellow students were sent to various African colonies to fight
in Portugal’s numerous colonial
wars, and Eduardo believes that
these wars resulted in a significant decrease in support for the
regime’s policies and played a

pieces. Though he stood to benefit
from an attentive sound mixer, particularly in a complex acoustic setting like the Chapel building, the
Squanto performance deftly exhibited Lovell’s power as an individual
musician while emphasizing the
intricacy of live looping.
The audience was privy to the
entire process of Lovell’s songs,
literally watching the components
of the piece assemble themselves
onstage. With a more practiced
presence, Lovell could gain a strong
reputation as a live artist, particularly given his fraught and personal
songwriting.
Hecker’s live show inverted the
plain procedure of the Squanto set
on two counts: Hecker appeared to
trigger pre-compiled sounds rather
than develop such sounds in performance, and his setup excluded
the audience from the live process.
The entire set was played in complete darkness. Hecker’s computer
station was only visible before he
had started, and the audio did not

large role in its demise.
Unsurprisingly,
Eduardo
actively opposed the wars, and
cheered when American bassist
Charlie Haden famously protested them at the 1971 Cascais Jazz
Festival — one of the largest public gatherings in Portugal to date.
Eduardo remembers the concert
fondly, describing it as “one of
the most incredible nights of my

seem directly sourced. The effect
was more like that of a black mass
than of a typical Chapel concert.
Hecker’s work flowed seamlessly throughout his set, largely derived
from the sweeping pieces on his
most recent LP “Ravedeath, 1972.”
Massive, gliding organ lines grounded a field of soft “audio snow” and
crunched oscillation. There were
infrequent moments of instrumental clarity — the tenuous noise slipping into a timbre like a flute or saxophone — but the sounds stayed in
motion, cresting and receding into a
concluding static.
Whatever equipment Hecker
obscured during the performance,
it was clear that he had a strong
sense of his auditory power. The
sheer volumes he was able to
reach, and the breadth of frequencies in his soundscapes, resulted
in some of the most powerful
noise ever heard in the Chapel.
Most notably, the anxious subbass tones seemed to question the
structural integrity of the building.

life.”
But unlike many Portuguese,
who solely remember the concert’s political importance,
Eduardo remembers the music as
well. He was particularly floored
by performances by Miles Davis
and Ornette Coleman, having had
never heard anything come close
to what Davis’ band was playing.
Oh, and his political affilia-

The work filled the space
almost confrontationally, particularly in light of the more traditional approaches of Conservatory
ensembles. Audience members
steadily trickled out as they
reached their limit, underscoring
the alien nature of both Hecker’s
music and his performance.
Those that remained were simply treated to “thanks” upon the
show’s conclusion, the only word
Hecker found fit to say to the audience at all. His distance throughout
the twisting sonic experimentation
was imposing, just as the Squanto
set endeared its transparency. And
though it was largely an evening
of twiddling knobs, the performers
offered an intriguing glimpse into
the myriad possibilities for electronically-based music.
If WLFM and its fellow organizations can continue to bring innovation to the seat of musical academics, the Lawrence community may
hopefully see other such stimulating work.

tion? Eduardo eventually got over
his joking aversion to my CIA
credentials and exclaimed, “I’m
against the system, the politicians, and so I don’t belong to
any party. I just want to waste
my time with music, not with that
bullshit.”
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Men’s tennis defeats south division’s Knox
Beth Larsen

Staff Writer
____________________________________

The Lawrence University men’s
tennis team traveled to Monmouth,
Ill. last Saturday, March 31, to play
two matches against Monmouth
and Knox. The Vikings were swept
by the Monmouth Fighting Scots
(0-9) in the morning, but came back
with a win against Knox Prairie Fire
in the afternoon.
The Vikings came up short
against Monmouth and were
unable to take a single match.
There were a few valiant efforts
and close games. Junior Jason
Dunn kept the sets close, losing
to Monmouth’s Chris Franco (3-6,
4-6) at No. 1 singles. Senior Caleb
Ray lost in the first set at No. 3
singles (0-6), but came back in the

second set to lose 5-7. Freshman
Craig Sherwood played a tough
match, but lost in three sets (7-6,
6-7, 6-10) at No. 5 singles.
He took each set to a tiebreaker before being just barely defeated 6-10 in the final tiebreaker
match. It was a rough morning
in the doubles competition. Dunn
and Max Zlevor lost 2-8 at No.
1 doubles. No. 2 doubles was a
slightly closer match, and the Ray/
Sherwood duo was able to take
five games. Junior Cooper Smith
and sophomore Jeremy Andereck
played well at No. 3 doubles, but
came up short with a 6-8 loss.
The afternoon was much
brighter for the men’s tennis team.
The top four singles players all
took victories for the Vikings.
Dunn was neck in neck with Knox’s
Erik Hane during the first set of

the No. 1 singles competition, winning 8-6 in the tiebreaker, but he
came back with an easy 6-2 win in
the second set to take the win.
Zlevor had an easy ride during
the first set at No. 2 singles (6-2).
He had a close call, taking the second set to a tiebreaker, but nevertheless pulled out a win. Ray had
a smooth 6-3, 6-2 victory at No. 3
singles.
Smith had an exciting 3-set
match at No. 4 singles. He won the
first set 6-2, but Knox’s David Ham
came back to win the second set
in the tiebreaker. Smith shut him
down fairly quickly in the third
set for another Lawrence victory.
The No. 2 and No. 3 doubles teams
both played close matches, but
were able to pull out two big wins
for the Vikings (6-8; 6-8).
When asked to comment on

the outcome of the weekend, Dunn
noted, “We played a hard fought
match versus Monmouth, but fell
short in our results. Our match
versus Knox came down to the
wire with big wins, which sealed
our team victory. On paper it may
appear that we came up short on
some matches, but everyone put
forth their best effort and fought
hard.”
The men’s tennis team
plays next this Saturday at
UW-Whitewater. They are currently
6-9, but they have some important
conference matches coming up in
the next few weeks. Keep an eye
out for updates, and come support
the team when they play Grinnell
at home on April 14!

Track and field off to a running start
Alex York

Staff Writer
____________________________________

In what was the first meet of
the track and field outdoor season at UW-Oshkosh last Saturday,
March 31, the Lawrence Vikings
represented their school quite
well. The weather, an added variable from indoor competition, was
perfect for the day and the Vikings
were able to capitalize.
Freshman Anna Bolgrien, competing for the first time in the
400m hurdles, started with a bang
taking first overall and solidifying
her as one of the top hurdlers in
the conference, where she is currently sitting second for her finish
of 1:09.23 on Saturday.
“I am personally very excited
to see how I perform during the

outdoor season,” Bolgrien noted,
“because there are more events
for me [with the 400m hurdles].”
Also racing to a first place finish
was Junior Amanda Dwyer with
her time of 14:23 in the 3,000m
steeplechase. Junior standout Rose
Tepper took fourth in the high
jump with her leap of 4’10.25” on
Saturday.
On the men’s side, junior Sam
Stevens led the pack again with
his first-place finish in the 1,500m
run. Having not delved too much
into the shorter distances during
the indoor season, Stevens’ time
of 4:04.61 is an exciting symbol of
what he’s capable of this season.
He also led the 1,600m-relay team
to victory along with sophomores
Mike Mangian, Dan Thoresen and
Kevin Fitzgerald.

Mangian also had a huge
personal record of over 13 seconds with his 1,500m run time
of 4:11.66, third place. Freshman
Spencer Swick threw 38.62m in the
discus, the sixth best throw in the
conference yet this season.
Overall, the team has continued their strong progress from
the indoor season. The team is
very excited about getting outside
to practice on the outdoor track,
in the jumping pits and shot and
discus rings, resources they don’t
often get a chance to utilize in the
winter months. Head Coach Jason
Fast commented, “Our outdoor
track is much better for training
and allows us to have full jumps
practice, as the wellness center
doesn't have sand pits.”
The warmer weather allows

the throwers to get outside where
they can focus much better, without having to worry about hitting
people as they do when practicing in the wellness center. Senior
Nick Kerkman notes, “I think that
the team will be able to focus and
train more effectively in the outdoors to make us more competitive at meets.”
The team continues to be excited about their improvement as
both individual athletes and the
team. Tepper stated, “If we continue to support each other as a team
I think we can accomplish great
things this outdoor season.”
The team has the weekend
off to prepare for the Wisconsin
Lutheran Invitational in Milwaukee
on April 14.

Baseball drops double-header against Marian
Tyler Gasper

Staff Writer
____________________________________

The Lawrence University baseball team came up short in a hotly
contested non-conference doubleheader last Wednesday, March 28.
Although Lawrence led at some
point during both games, they just
couldn't quite put either one away
to pick up the win. Despite this,
Head Coach Jason Anderson is
pleased with how the team has
been performing.
"The team is much improved
over last year," said Anderson.
"Quite honestly, if we can start
making routine plays on ground

balls we would have won not only
these two games but two or three
more over our spring trip."
In the first game, Lawrence
took the initiative early, scoring
three runs by the top of the third
inning while holding Marian no
runs. The Vikings scored three
more runs in the top of the fourth
inning to take a 6-0 lead over
the Sabres. However, Marian would
capitalize on two Lawrence errors
to tie the game at 6-6 in the bottom of the fourth. After scoring
two more runs in the bottom of
the fifth, the Sabres took the lead
and held on to it for the rest of the
game, winning it 8-6.

In game two, the Vikings fell
behind after the first inning, and
the Sabres were in the lead with
a score of 4-1. However, Lawrence
scored two runs in the third inning
to whittle Marian's lead down to
one run.
After scoring another run in the
fourth inning, the game was tied at
4-4, and another run in the fifth
inning gave the Vikings a 5-4 lead
over the Sabres. Unfortunately,
Marian rallied in the bottom of
the fifth, scoring two runs to once
again take the lead, which they
held onto to win game to 6-5.
In order to prepare for the
games against Ripon, Anderson

Staff Writer
____________________________________

Coming out of Florida, the
Lawrence University softball team
ended their spring break and began
their season with a 4-8 record.
The Vikings took down Anna
Maria College 8-2 in their season opener, led by junior pitcher
Shannon Murray going 3-for-4 in
the game with a double and a run
batted in in the third. Sophomore
Alissa Geipel also drove in a run
in the third, followed by two more
Viking runs in the fourth, and

finally an ending to their scoring in
the fifth. Sophomore Mary Diduch
doubled to left field to bring home
two runners, followed with a single
by freshman Liz Barthels for an
RBI, capping the game and winning
the first game of the season 8-2.
The Vikes lost their second
game 3-2 against Salve Regina,
but won their third 9-1 against
Western New England in two major
innings. Lawrence had four runs
in the third, which Western New
England weakly responded to with
just one run. Lawrence had another power inning in the fourth, as

junior Cathy Kaye smashed one to
center field for a triple with bases
loaded for 3 RBI. Kaye was then
brought home off a sacrifice hit
from Murray.
The Vikes lost the next four
games against Trinity, Williams,
SUNY-Oneonta, and UW-Stevens
Point. Lawrence pulled out their
third win against Colby 7-1 in just
the first three innings. Vance doubled in the first for 2 RBI to start
the Vikings off, followed by an
amazing hit by Murray. With bases
loaded, Murray nearly knocked one
out of the park for a grand slam,

School

Conf Overall

Baseball
North
Carroll
Ripon
St. Norbert
Beloit
Lawrence

0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

10-5
8-6
6-6
8-10
2-10

2-2 1
1-1
1-1
0-0

2-7
7-10
6-10
5-12

1-0 4
0-0
0-0
0-1

-10
6-3
6-9
1-8

2-0
1-0
1-1
0-1
0-2

16-5
10-9
6-7
3-10
1-8

0-0 0
0-0 0
0-0 0
0-0 0
0-0 0

10-4
6-8
4-8
4-10
5-14

South
Illinois College
4-0 8
Monmouth
0-0 0
Lake Forest
0-0 0
Knox
0-2-0
Grinnell
0-2 -0

7-10
10-8
6-12
3-7
1-13

South
Illinois College
Monmouth
Knox
Grinnell
Men’s Tennis
North
St. Norbert
Carroll
Lawrence
Ripon
South
Grinnell
Monmouth
Lake Forest
Knox
Illinois College
Softball
North
Carroll
Ripon
Lawrence
St. Norbert
Beloit

said he would be having the team
work on a couple of things.
"We are adjusting the way we
are practicing some of our defensive situations and some of our
personnel groupings to prepare
for the next four game set against
Ripon," said Anderson. "Since it's
conference, we need to make sure
we are prepared to win that series."
All in all, Anderson feels that
the team is poised to do well this
season, saying that they have been
in a position to win almost every
game this season, and that once
the team has figured out how to
put away an opponent, they will
do very well.

Softball travels to Florida for spring break
Mackenzie Dwyer

Standings

but caught the top of the fence to
fall back into play. Murray ended
up with a double and 3 RBI, taking a solid 5-0 lead. Colby managed a run in the top of the third,
and Kaye followed with a single in
the bottom for two RBI to end the
scoring.
The Vikings went on to
lose against Washington and
Jefferson, Plymouth State and
UW-Whitewater, but won their
last game of the trip 8-0 against
Thomas. The Vikes had two runs in

See Softball on page 11

Statistics are courtesy of
www.lawrence.edu and www.
midwestconference.org
and are current as of
April 4, 2012.
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Why YOU should

play fantasy baseball
Jack Canfield

Staff Writer
____________________________________

Just like millions of other kids
out there in the US of A, I grew up
with baseball. I went to my first
Major League game when I was just
a few months old, I played T-Ball
for the first time when I was four
and by age eight, I was watching
probably close to 80-100 games of
baseball every year. It consumed
my childhood, and, I’m happy to
say I have never outgrown my love
for the sport.
For all of these reasons, I consider myself a true baseball fan. So,
when I first heard about fantasy
baseball, I was skeptical. A game
where you field a fictional team
of real players to compete against
other fictional teams of real players? Not only did it sound dumb,
but also like a complete waste of
time — and perhaps most of all, it
sounded unendingly nerdy. I readily and enthusiastically declined
any and all invitations to play in
my friends’ leagues. I was a true
fan — of the real game of baseball.
Well, as fate would have it,
after a few years of staunch opposition to fantasy sports of any
kind, I decided to give it a whirl.
Who would it hurt?
Well, that was all, folks. While
I completely admit that it’s still
unendingly nerdy, I love fantasy
baseball and — wait for it — I
think you will, too. I’m not only
talking to people who watch 80
games of baseball every year. I’m
talking to you — the connie who
plays the bassoon and hasn’t left
the practice room yet this term. Or
you — the earthy Co-op dweller —
and yes, even you — the vocalist
who won’t stop singing whatever
opera you’re singing in the cafeteria. Yeah, that’s me too.
I’m talking to all Lawrentians.
Here are three reasons why you
– yes, you — should play fantasy
baseball.
1. Fantasy baseball is exactly
like a socially acceptable Pokémon
for adults. How many of us actually knew a ton about Pokémon,
yet still bought the cards? A lot
of people out there collected the
cards because they were pretty.
It was a matter of shameless possession. Everyone had a favorite
Pokémon for one reason another.
Mine was Bulbasaur. Why? Because
he looked cool.

Softball

continued from page 10

the first inning, then amped up
the game in the second for five
more runs to take a 7-0 lead.
In the first, sophomore Alex
Chiodo doubled and scored
from Murray’s double, followed
by a Vance single for an RBI. In
the second inning, sophomore
Cory Paquette chipped a single
for an RBI, followed by Geipel
smacking a double for three
runs and a Murray double for an
RBI. Diduch singled for an RBI
in the fifth and the Vikes ended
the game 8-0. Murray pitched
a one-hit shutout with eight
strike outs and no walks.
Diduch commented on
the trip, “I personally believe
our record does not explain

The same principle applies to
fantasy baseball! You don’t have to
know anything about baseball to
enjoy the game. Do you think Troy
Tulowitzky is a funny name? Draft
him for your team! He’s a great
short stop. It doesn’t matter how
you draft your players — but once
you do they are yours, and you
go to battle with them! You can
even name your team something
ridiculous like DiBella’s Dingers
or Jill Beck’s Pecs! There’s a sense
of ownership and when you win
— euphoria! Degrade the losers!
Gloat! Gamble! Fantasy Baseball
doesn’t actually have to be about
baseball. It can be about winning.
2. Fantasy baseball is a great
way to meet your future spouse.
Imagine this: In your league of
Lawrence students there is this
really, really cute girl. You have
no idea how to approach her, and
outside of the league you don’t
do any of the same activities! But
come draft day, when she selects
Elvis Andrus — your favorite player ever — just before you can, you
now have an excuse to walk up to
her in the café and start throwing
out trade proposals. Or, if you are
actually mad about it you could
berate her for taking your favorite player. Either way, you have a
conversation a conversation of real
substance that will keep all awkwardness at bay, and, if you play
your cards right you could end up
naming your first-born Elvis. It’s
just a thought.
3. In all seriousness, playing fantasy baseball makes you
normal. And we all know that
Lawrentians strive for normalcy.
It at least gives you something to
help connect with people outside
of the Lawrence bubble. Heck, if
you find it too normal, if you all
actually follow my advice and join
a fantasy league, it would make
Lawrence even weirder. We would
be known as that small Midwestern
liberal arts school where Fantasy
Baseball is a rampant school tradition. Now that’s weird. It could
become an entire counter culture.
It could be a political statement. Or
it could just make you more normal… which can be a good thing.
Lastly, you can play fantasy
baseball because you love baseball. Which is what I do. And if you
don’t know anything about baseball, it’s a great way to learn about
a great sport, one that at Lawrence
goes especially unnoticed.
the potential our team has, and
that’s why we were collectively disappointed when coming
back from spring break. But, we
do have the potential, and that’s
what we have to keep thinking about during practices. The
basic plays are what got us in
trouble in Florida.”
She continued, “When our
defense did not back up the
pitchers, it had a huge effect on
us, and our bats weren’t making up for those mistakes we
made in the field. When we play
with energy, though, we are a
solid team. Florida was great
for learning about our team as
a whole. Now with home games
coming up, it’s time to take
what we learned and step up to
be the team we really are.”
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Athletes of the week
by Amanda Ollerer

Caleb Ray: Tennis
Hometown: Austin, Texas
Majors/Minors: Anthropology and
religious Ssudies
1) Why and when did you start playing tennis?
I started when I was six years old, but I
only started taking it seriously my sophomore year of high school. I started because
my grandfather was a lifelong tennis player and signed me up for a summer camp
before my first year of school. That camp
was all I did for four years, when I started
to take lessons; I got tired of losing so I
started to put more effort into tennis after
my first year of high school.
2) What was the best part of your
spring break matches?
On a personal level, spring break was a
turning point in my season. The high point
Photo courtesy of Caleb Ray
was easily beating North Central College
5-4 in our third match. We lost Cooper Smith, who plays four singles and three doubles and is probably one of the best players in conference at those positions, in our first match. After that, we were the
underdogs in every match. Against North Central our singles play was phenomenal; Max Zlevor, Jeremy
Andereck and I won easily, leveling it at four matches apiece with Jason Dunn still playing. His opponent
hit the ball harder than almost any player I’ve seen but Jason handled him and we pulled off a pretty
big upset.
3) What is your biggest accomplishment in tennis?
Winning at two singles and at two doubles against St. Norbert’s sophomore year at conference. We
beat them in the regular season, but I lost both my matches. Max and I won 8-6 against the same doubles
team that had beaten us 5-8 the previous weekend. Then in singles, I got beat handily in the first set,
but managed to come back and win 6-4, 6-4 in the second two. It wouldn’t have been a big deal, but we
lost two matches at conference that we won in the regular season, so without my wins we wouldn’t have
won as a team. I had struggled at two singles my freshman and sophomore years, and that match was
the first close victory that I really contributed to. That it was against Norberts at conference made the
atmosphere even more charged and the experience all the better.
4) What do you do that gets you pumped up before you play? Any pre-game rituals?
Tennis is all about relaxed intensity, so pumping yourself up can actually be really detrimental. It’s
not like other sports where you can out-physical an opponent. Yes, strength and speed are important,
but you also have to relax or you can’t hit your shots. To “get in the zone”, I do some jogging, some
dynamic stretching, and listen to music. The music depends on what makes me feel right at the time,
but Muse, electronica, and ska are common on my playlists.
5) If you had a super power, would you use it for good or evil, and what would it be?
I would want omniscience. Knowledge is power, right? And I would use it mostly for good, but I
would also make sure I was happy with my circumstances (I would know winning lottery numbers, after
all). It’s also easy to say for good now, but you never know what would happen once I had the power…

Shannon Murray: Softball
Hometown: Lawrenceville, Ga.
Majors/Minors: German, Spanish and
Education
1) Why and when did you start playing softball?
I started playing ball when I was eight.
Basically my dad told me that I needed to
get my butt up off the couch and do something. My best friend and I decided to try
softball, and it worked out great.
2) What was the best part of your
spring break games?
The best part of our spring break games
was seeing the team really come together.
We did a lot of bonding off the field, but
when we were on it was where the most
important bonding happened. We really
got into reading everyone’s strengths and
weaknesses so we knew how to pick each
Photo courtesy of Paul WIlke/or by Craig Sherwood?
other up.
3) How does it feel to only allow one
hit in an entire game?
The one hitter was awesome! Having the defense back me up like that was an awesome feeling. It’s
such a relief as a pitcher to step on the mound and know that you have eight very talented girls out there
and ready to back you up with intensity.
4) What do you do that gets you pumped up before you play? Any pre-game rituals?
Before games, I mostly jam out to my music. I find some really awesome tunes that can help me
visualize our team handing a big fat loss to the team we’re about to beat.
5) If you had a super power, would you use it for good or evil, and what would it be?
My super power would definitely be invisibility. Whether it would be for good or evil is totally up to
the situation.
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Electronics

continued from page 7
cent of the United States’ GDP per capita of $48,000.
Just as the working class here creates many of the products that the
upper classes consume within the
United States, the poorer countries of
the world work hard to create products
for the richer.
It’s not just that companies like
Samsung and Apple are creating these
low-paying jobs within Foxconn. It’s also
important to note that the Chinese economy plays an enormous part in that it
allows them to exist. Even if these jobs
were moved over to the United States
and minimum wage regulations were
lifted, these jobs would be unattractive
to American workers.
I’ve never been one to argue in
favor of Social Darwinism, but it does
seem that in this case, the economically
weaker countries will inevitably serve
the economically stronger ones.
Last week, Apple renegotiated a
contract with Foxconn that will give
workers better pay and more free time,
but nobody is even talking about companies like Samsung or the dozens of
other, smaller hardware vendors who
employ Foxconn to manufacture their gadgets, not to mention the hundreds of other factories all around the world
that aren’t even connected to Foxconn, yet have similarly
horrendous work hours and pay rates.
The situation is far too complex and there are far too
many parties involved to simply sum it up in a single categorical statement of what is right and what is wrong. It is
easy to criticize, but much more difficult to create a good
solution, or even to pinpoint the problem.
As hard as we try to make things better, the status quo
will mostly remain intact. If we want our electronics, we
have no choice but to yield to these conditions.

LUCC Update
WEEK 2 TERM 3
2012-13 Budget Request and
Inventory Forms are due on April
18th. Both forms are required if you
are seeking a budget for the 2012-13
academic year.
Budget Request forms can be sent to: http://www.
lawrence.edu/dept/student_dean/campus_life/activities/lucc/budget_form.shtml
Inventory Forms can be sent to: http://www.lawrence.
edu/dept/student_dean/campus_life/activities/lucc/
inventory.shtml

Committee appointment applications
for 2012-2013 are available. Watch for
posters and emails, or contact LUCC
for more information on how you can
become an active part of your student
government at lucc@lawrence.edu!
There was a community concern
raised about the recent thefts near
Andrew Commons. The concern has
been referred to the student welfare
committee.
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